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Abstract 
This study examines how users interact with Google 
Home, which is a type of home virtual assistant (HVA). 
Users are expected to speak to HVAs in a 
conversational manner; however, there has been little 
research looking at users' mental models for what kinds 
of interactions they think the devices are capable of. To 
investigate users’ mental models, I conducted user 
study sessions in which I gave novice users several 
tasks to complete, and asked them to think aloud as 
they completed those tasks. I elicited two mental 
models (push, pull) from verbal strategies they use to 
complete the task. My findings help to better 
understand why users may be reluctant to use HVAs, 
and provide design guidance for future conversational 
interfaces. 
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Introduction 
Conversation is becoming a key interface of Human-
computer interaction (HCI) as a virtual assistant (VA) 
integrates into personal mobile devices (e.g., Apple’s 
Siri) and home devices (e.g., Amazon’s Alexa or Google 
Home). VA, so called conversational agents, refer to a 
dialogue system by “combining automatic speech 
recognition and speech synthesis with natural language 
processing and dialogue management” [9, p281].  
 
In many cases, VAs’ practical value is still in doubt and 
limited to a few simple tasks (e.g., setting a timer or 
playing a music list) [3,9]. Part of the challenge in 
using VAs is attributed to their opaque operation: by 
only speaking to control the VA without a visually direct 
cue makes it difficult for users to formulate a question 
[13]. Moreover, people often use ambiguous 
expressions, which connote subtle nuances in 
communication, and they expect the VA to recognize 
their conversational manner [14]. There is a gap 
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between human’s natural utterances, human-to-human 
communications, and the communication between 
humans and VAs. This gap interferes with the 
development of the interaction between users and the 
VAs. 

There are some studies of peoples’ perceptions and use 
of VAs [8,12], but little work has looked at users’ 
mental models for what kinds of interactions they think 
the devices are capable of. Mental models refer to what 
people have in their heads that they use to interact 
with the world around them [5]; these models are sets 
of beliefs and understandings that help users’ decisions 
[10]. Understanding the mental model that people use 
in the interaction is important in designing a more 
effective system for users.  

In this study, I aim to understand how users decide 
what questions to ask and commands to give, and how 
they pose queries to Google Home, which is a type of 
home virtual assistant (HVA), in order to elicit users’ 
mental models. In this context, my research questions 
are as follows:  

§ RQ1. What types of mental models do users have of 
HVAs? 

§ RQ2. What strategies are applied for interacting with 
HVAs? 

 
How to form mental models 
Research in HCI has commonly studied users’ mental 
models to understand how people perceive an object, 
especially those designed with a complex system. Users 
get information from other people like themselves, 
from the media, from communications with experts, 

and from their own experiences [15]. In other words, 
mental models differ from the institutionalized, 
professional, legitimated conceptions held by experts 
[2]. In this sense, “mental models tend to be functional 
rather than complete or accurate representation of 
reality” [5, p5]; the user continues to modify the 
mental model in order to get to solve a problem 
through interaction with the system [10].  

Besides experience and background knowledge, the 
structure of the human information processing system 
is also a component of mental models [10]. 
Encountering new knowledge in the world, users try to 
understand it by extrapolating from their own 
knowledge in their heads [11].  

Method  
Participants 
I recruited 20 native speakers of American English in 
the Midwest United States through a paid research pool 
organized by our institution. Participants were screened 
based on three criteria that helped to select novice 
users. Eligible participants 1) had no experience with 
any HVA devices, 2) had little or no experience with 
mobile-driven VA, and 3) were not experts in VAs’ 
technology. 

Procedure  
I conducted a qualitative study that was comprised of 
two phases. At first, I asked participants to think aloud 
while conducting the tasks. To control for order effects, 
I randomized the order of the tasks with the help of a 
Latin square. Also, I did not pose a time limitation to do 
each task. After completing all tasks, I had a semi-
structured interview with general questions that 
encompassed overall perceptions but avoided 

 

 Age Gender 

P1 71 F 

P2 38 F 

P3 20 F 

P4 56 F 

P5 48 M 

P6 56 M 

P7 39 M 

P8 19 M 

P9 34 M 

P10 61 F 

P11 21 M 

P12 35 F 

Table 1: Study participants 
(earlier twelve subjects, $20 
compensation for their 
participations)  

 



 

prejudging the answer [4]. Developing follow-up 
questions based on the participants’ answers, I probed 
for a set of causal beliefs that impact their behavior 
during the tasks. Lastly, the participants were asked to 
complete a survey for demographic information. The 
study took place from November 2017 to December 
2017 at the Behavior Information Technology Lab 
(BITLab) at Michigan State University.  

Home Virtual Assistants (HVAs) & Google Home 
In this study, I use the term, HVA, to specify a certain 
domain for a conversational interface, which is the 
focus of this study. In the previous research, VAs were 
not categorized according to different domains or 
purposes. Given the fact that carrying out multiple 
tasks to save time is the main motivation for mobile-
driven VAs [8], it is necessary to distinguish VAs used 
in the context of the home (i.e., HVAs) from the 
mobile-driven context in a portable device. For this 
reason, I focus on HVAs and exclusively use the Google 
Home device to draw out adequate verbalizing data 
from participants. In a recent study from the market 
research firm [1], Google Home had the highest 
accuracy rate in answer to the most questions. A 
sufficient length of users’ interaction is necessary to 
observe the process of how users learn and change 
their approach during the study. Therefore, I was 
intentionally choosing a device that allows the 
participants to talk as much as they can. 

Task Design  
I designed subject search [7] tasks with a scenario-
based context so participants could easily pretend to 
seek a certain information. Factual and instrumental [6] 
tasks were developed based on the ability lists on 

Google Home’s website1 to demonstrate users’ practical 
actions as the usage would be in real life. To design 
unanswerable tasks, I introduce two additional types of 
tasks: a controversial task and a predictive task, not 
referring to the ability lists on the website but reflecting 
aspects of everyday life. I intentionally included 
unanswerable tasks to see how participants change 
their approach to find the answer.  

Table 3: The characteristic of each task (The sixth task is 
open to participants where I allow them to ask anything they 
want.) 

Analysis  
To identify mental models, I iteratively analyzed the 
data by using an inductive qualitative approach. I 
identified themes and patterns in participants’ 
utterance data. More specifically, I examined how 
frequently people talk about a certain phrase (wh-
question, direct action, or only a word) or a certain 
concept.  

Preliminary Findings 
This paper reports preliminary findings from the 
interviews and the task analysis for four different types 

                                                   
1 Available at 

https://support.google.com/chromecast/answer/7130274?hl=e
n&ref_topic=7195641 

Task Type Answerable Topic 

1 Factual Y Travel 

2 Factual Y Shopping (TV) 

3 Instrumental Y Passport 

4 Controversial N Obamacare 

5 Predictive N Basketball 

 

Definition of task types 

Subject search: Require to 
find any pieces of information 
that are related to the subject 
and regarded as useful to the 
participants 

Factual: Search specific 
information 

Instrumental: Search for the 
instrument to know how to 
use something 

Controversial: Check opinion 
about a certain topic and 
make own decision 

Predictive: Check the 
prediction of a certain 
situation 

Table 2: Definition of task types  

 

 



 

of tasks (task 2,3,4,5) by examining the earlier twelve 
participants’ data. 

General Thoughts and Feelings   
The participants generally showed ambivalent opinions 
toward Google Home. Google Home was perceived as a 
useful device once they learned how to ask questions. 
However, they thought having a conversation with 
Google Home was challenging (“I think that it might be 
difficult to ask questions properly to get the answer you 
want, but once you learn how to ask questions, it can 
give you information that you never knew.” – P5). 
Some even mentioned it is frustrating and annoying 
when Google Home misunderstood their questions and 
gave bizarre responses that are beside the point 
(Figure.1). They often did not know how to ask 
questions in a way that Google Home could find the 
right answer because of inadequate responses (“Well, I 
wonder if there's a specific format to use to ask 
questions and if that's how it's programmed than the 
user needs to know how to ask the questions if that's 
what's wrong.” - P1). Also, the participants were 
struggling to follow up Google Home’s long responses 
with unfamiliar or unrelated topics in order to develop 
the next question (i.e., the burden of memory). 
Compared to the usage of Google search on desktop or 
mobile, they explained obtaining the information by 
only using a conversational interface was too difficult to 
obtain further information (“It's obviously not like 
Google where they give you 20 million choices and then 
you can scroll down and pick which ones sound the 
best.” – P2).  

Users’ Strategies and Their Models   
Based on participants’ way to talk, I identified a 
number of different strategies that applied to their 

interaction with Google Home. Then, I divided 
strategies into two high-level categories – push models 
and pull models – which seemed to indicate differing 
approaches to participants’ information seeking 
behavior. The push models that are elicited in 
participants’ verbalizing strategies emerged from the 
formation of the question that participants clarify what 
they want to find, offering a certain piece of information 
to Google Home. On the other hands, the pull models 
demonstrate a pattern that participants attempt to 
extract information from Google Home by using 
relatively simple forms of questions.  

Push Models 
One of the strategies in push models is to explain 
personal information or needs to Google Home. The 
participants applied this strategy, failing to receive an 
answer by using a wh-question. This strategy is derived 
from the experience in a normal conversation with a 
human, which means that they believe articulating a 
specific personal information or a desire makes the 
miscommunication clear (“That's what I would talk to 
my friends about. Right? That's how you give 
information about yourself.” – P4). 

The participants also tended to give more information 
based on their knowledge when Google Home did not 
answer by a general wh-question. They believed using 
a better-known synonym would be of help to get the 
answer from Google Home (“I know it's called the 
Affordable Care Act, I didn't know if they would know 
what Obamacare was.” – P10). Based on their memory, 
they also specified their questions by adding a 
representative service or place. They thought it would 
help Google Home understand more clearly what they 

Misunderstanding (task5): 
No.10: Hey, Google. When 
does Detroit play again? 
Google Home(GH): They will 
play the Bears in Detroit on 
Saturday at 4:30PM.  
No.10: Is that basketball or 
football?  

Misunderstanding (task2): 
No.9: Okay, Google, where 
can I find a Sony Bravia TV 
near me?  
GH: ..The first one is Sony 
Pictures Television 
International at Movie Drive 
in Brighton. 

The burden of memory 
(task4): 
GH: According to Wikipedia, 
the Patient Protection and 
Affordable Care Act, often 
shortened to the Affordable 
Care Act or nicknamed 
ObamaCare, is a United 
States federal statute 
enacted by the 111th United 
States Congress and...  
No.7: Okay, that just kinda 
happened kinda fast and it 
didn't seem to have a lot of 
detail.  

Figure 1. Verbalized data from the 
tasks 



 

were looking for (“Because I know that you can buy a 
television at Best Buy. That's where I would go.” – P5).  

Some participants thought they could develop Google 
Home’s capability by providing a certain idea related to 
the task. They believed Google Home harnesses the 
power of Artificial Intelligence so that it is actually able 
to learn by being coached by the user on a specific 
topic (“Like a learning capability or some sort of AI in it 
that it can. Assuming that it has the capability, then 
yeah, I think it would learn over time what you're 
asking for...” – P9). 

The participants sometimes changed their way of 
speaking more slowly and clearly. They believed Google 
Home’s failure was due to their voice so that altering 
their enunciation or repeating the same sentence would 
help the device to understand their question (“…I didn't 
know if I wasn't getting the answers I wanted 'cause I 
was talking too fast.” – P12).  

Pull Models  
The participants usually asked questions to see whether 
Google Home is able to draw out an answer for a 
particular type of information. For instance, they posed 
the question to pull out any information Google Home 
had (“I didn't know if they would know what 
Obamacare was.” – P.10). They applied this strategy to 
only unanswerable tasks after failing several times. 
They were doubtful about Google Home’s ability or 
knowledge on a basic topic (“it wasn't answering my 
question. And so I wanted to see what it knew about 
the NBA.” – P5). By using this strategy, participants 
took a step backward and tried to think broadly about 
how to formulate the right question.  

Using a simple imperative form of the question, instead 
of wh-question, is also another strategy to derive 
information from Google Home. While some 
participants used this strategy reached a deadlock, the 
other participants used it at the beginning of the task. 
They explained they had learned this strategy from a 
HVA’s commercial ("I just feel like I've heard that said 
to Google Home before, maybe like commercials or 
whatever. That's the way that they want you to use 
it...”– P11).  

Discussion and Conclusions 
My preliminary findings indicate that the participants 
generally expect Google Home can provide an answer if 
they input a specific piece of information. Although they 
believe speaking in a simpler sentence is much easier 
to interact with Google Home, they tend to speak in a 
human conversational manner. However, I found 
participants learned how to communicate with Google 
Home, rephrasing other sentences by using different 
strategies. In this sense, an error handling strategy in 
HVAs is seen a critical factor to avoid users’ reluctance 
to use them. Participants were disappointed in the way 
how Google Home gave an answer to explain its 
inabilities or limitations (e.g., “I don’t know how to help 
with that”). They wished Google Home would clarify 
what users just said to know how to formulate their 
questions and what was wrong with the previous 
question when Google Home could not answer. 
Moreover, having a minimum memory to understand 
conversational context is necessary to avoid bizarre 
responses. Luger and Sellen (2016) found that users’ 
unmet expectations in their interaction with virtual 
assistants hinders their use of the virtual assistant. 
Such misunderstandings could worsen the users’ effort 
to keep having a conversation than non-understandings.  

Push models’ examples: 

“I already have health care, 
so I don’t need Obamacare?” 
(P10)  

“Detroit Pistons are a 
basketball team. Do you 
know anything about them?” 
(P6)  

“So, maybe if I ask about 
Sports Illustrated predictions 
for the basketball playoff 
season, that might help if 
Google Home could access 
that. Hey, Google, can you 
tell me who Sports Illustrated 
predicts will make it to the 
NBA playoffs in 2018?” (P12) 

Pull models’ examples: 

“Can you give me your 
opinion on anything?” (P11) 

“What do you know about 
ObamaCare?” (P9)  

“Tell me the highest rated 
TVs.” (P8) 

Figure 2. Each model’s examples 

from the tasks session 



 

In this study, I show what mental models guides users’ 
actions and how people develop their chain of causation 
influenced by interaction with Google Home. Analyzing 
additional data collected from eight participants, I will 
verify and extend key mental models to envision what 
future interactions with conversational agents might be 
like. 
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